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Kleene algebra with tests [6], KAT, is a simple algebraic framework for ver-
ifying properties of propositional while programs. KAT subsumes Propositional
Hoare logic (PHL) [7] and it has been applied in a number of verification tasks.
KAT is PSPACE-complete [2], has computationally attractive fragments [9], and
its extensions have been applied beyond while programs, for instance in network
programming languages [1].

KAT is two-sorted, featuring a Boolean algebra of tests embedded into a
Kleene algebra of programs. For various reasons, a one-sorted alternative to
KAT may be desirable. For instance, “one-sorted domain semirings are easier
to formalise in interactive proof assistants and apply in program verification and
correctness” [4, p. 576]. A one-sorted alternative called Kleene algebra with an-
tidomain was introduced in [3]. The idea of KAA is to expand Kleene algebra
with an antidomain operator a, such that d(x) = a(a(x)) is a domain operation,
where the set of images of elements of the algebra under d forms a Boolean al-
gebra in which the complement of d(x) is a(x). Hence, one obtains a Boolean
algebra of tests in a one-sorted setting. Consequently, the equational theory of
KAT embeds into the equational theory of KAA.

It is known that KAA is decidable in EXPTIME [8], and KAA can be used
to create modal operators that invert the sequential composition rule of PHL.
Such inversions are derivable from KAA but not KAT [10]. However, KAA has
certain features that may be undesirable depending on the application. First, if
K is a KAA, d(K) is necessarily the maximal Boolean subalgebra of the negative
cone of K; see Thm. 8.5 in [3]. In a sense, then, every “proposition” is considered
a test, contrary to some of the intuitions expressed in [6]. These intuitions also
collide with the approach of taking KAT as KA with a Boolean negative cone
[4, 5]. Second, not every Kleene algebra expands to a KAA, not even every finite
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one; see Prop. 5.3 in [3]. This is in contrast to the fact that every Kleene algebra
expands to a KAT.

In this talk we generalize KAA to a framework we’ll call one-sorted Kleene
algebra with tests, KAt. We start by assuming equations that essentially state
nothing more than that each KAt has a Boolean subalgebra in the negative cone.
Already in this case KAt has most of the desired features of KAA: every KAt
contains a Boolean subalgebra of tests and the equational theory of KAT embeds
into the equational theory of KAt. In addition, every Kleene algebra expands into
a KAt (ensuring that it is a conservative expansion), and the subalgebra of tests
in KAt is not necessarily the maximal Boolean subalgebra of the negative cone.
We then consider various extensions of KAt with axioms known from KAA to
show which properties of the domain operator are still consistent with the desired
features of KAt. In addition, we consider a variant of the KAt framework where
test complementation is defined using a residual of Kleene algebra multiplication.
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